A critical and serious part of learning is the assessment of what users have learned. Organizations
often need a sophisticated, fully functional testing and exam solution. NetDimensions Exams is
designed to cope with all levels and types of assessments — competency and skills tests, regulatory
assessments, certifications, professional qualifications, knowledge assessments, quality assessments, as
well as quizzes, surveys, questionnaires, and recruitment-related applications.
NetDimensions Exams maximizes the productivity of people involved in developing and managing
assessments in order to help meet stringent regulatory compliance requirements. It enables your
organization to manage the entire assessment process with optimal control and security in any type of
high-stake environment.
Organizations use NetDimensions Exams to ensure consistent quality and security of assessments and
assessment programs — from authoring questions, administration, scheduling, and delivering, to
reporting and analysis. Organizations can then accurately measure employee competency and ensure
they possess the appropriate skills at the required proficiency levels and certify that all relevant and
necessary compliance requirements are met.
NetDimensions Exams is available as a standalone enterprise assessment solution or part of
NetDimensions Learning.

Key Features
Robust & complete functionality

Best-in-class security

NetDimensions Exams is optimized for authoring, scheduling,
delivering, tracking, and reporting:

NetDimensions Exams’ role-based security enables you to
restrict access to assessments, assessment pools, questions,
question pools, and related functions (such as authorization
workflow control), creating individual and multiple level
access codes, IP addresses/range restrictions, time and date
access availability and more. These sophisticated security
and audit tracking features ensure that all certification,
training, assessment, and regulatory programs are successfully
developed, implemented, and conducted.

 Competencies and skills assessments
 Regulatory and compliance assessments
 Licensing and certification assessments
 Quality assessments
 Knowledge assessments
 Performance assessments

Designed for regulatory compliance
NetDimensions Exams was originally developed to meet the
demanding requirements of highly regulated industries. It
enables assessments to be treated and delivered as objects
within the NetDimensions Talent Suite, thus extending the
capability of ordinary assessment tools to include flexibility and
power in the management of assessments.

Other Features
Additional features include creating assessments with
templates, scheduling and reviewing workflows, associating
additional training materials to assessments (e.g. PDFs and
PowerPoint presentations), automatic notifications for users/
groups, integrating training history, importing/exporting
records, generating custom reports, and tracking.

Conduct assessments securely

 Sophisticated network location security and access
code security with optional levels for workflow
access during the exam management process
 Additional security options for user authentication,
fixed IP address for exam delivery, supervisor
passwords for second level proctored exams, and
more
 Restrict and control test access by individual or
multi-level passwords, IP addresses/range, number
of attempts, availability start/end date and time, as
well as minimum interval between attempts
 Enhanced authorization features in the question
authoring and workflow approval processes

Manage assessment programs
effectively and efficiently
 Create multiple assessments with templates based
on question pools
 Automatic creation of re-sit exams
 Comprehensive reporting capabilities
 Send reminders for regularly scheduled
assessments (e.g. for re-certification or compliance
purposes)
 Enable examinees to take assessments without
pre-enrollment
 Provide automatic feedback during the assessment
 Track the entire assessment creation process
 Support both online and paper-based assessments

Contact us today and we will show you how NetDimensions Exams will enable you to efficiently
manage your assessment, certification, and compliance programs.
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